SIMPLEX BASKET STRAINER ♦ ASME CLASS 150 FLAT FACE
FIBERGLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC (FRP)

MODELS: BS 55-FRP
(FIBERGLASS)

SIZES: 4” ~ 20”

FEATURES

º STANDARD GRADE FRP DESIGNED FOR COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS
For low pressure/temperature applications, TITAN FCI offers our standard grade FRP strainer constructed from isophthalic polyester with stainless steel basket inserts. Pressure tested to 75 PSI. Flanged connections are drilled to 150 lb ASME standard.

º PREMIUM GRADE FRP ALSO AVAILABLE
For more severe service conditions, TITAN FCI can provide a premium grade FRP strainer constructed from either epoxy vinyl ester or chlorendic polyester. This grade of FRP provides superb corrosive, abrasive and heat resistance and is appropriate for service conditions up to 150 PSI WOG. It is a logical alternative to rubber lined strainers as well as strainers constructed from high cost, exotic alloys such as alloy 20, hastelloy-C, monel, and aluminum bronze.

º AVAILABLE AS A REDUCING STRAINER
The outlet size can be sized smaller (concentrically or eccentrically) than the inlet size to allow for line size reduction. Additionally, larger strainer bodies can be fitted with both smaller inlet and outlet sizes if a larger basket area is desired for extra capacity.

º UNIQUE FEATURES
Quick-opening cover, high strength-to-weight ratio, low installation cost, field repairable and see-through acrylic cover. On larger strainers, the cover can be constructed from FRP with an clear acrylic 8” diameter viewport.

º LOWER LOSSES - INCREASED TIME BETWEEN CLEANING
The FRP series strainers are built with a large outlet area in the basket chamber. This results in very low pressure losses initially and much greater debris loading before the pressure drop across the strainer rises to the point where cleaning is required.

MARKETS: CHEMICAL PROCESSING, WATER TREATMENT, FOOD PROCESSING, PULP AND PAPER MILLS, STEEL PROCESSING, PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY, AND POWER PLANTS.

SERVICE: ACID PLANTS, PICKLING, PLATING, CHEMICAL STRAINING (ACIDS AND BASES), HIGH PURITY PROCESSES, AND SEA/BRACKISH WATER.

The above data represents common market and service applications. No representation or guarantee, expressed or implied, is given due to the numerous variations of concentrations, temperatures and flow conditions that may occur during actual service.
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